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Requirements of the exhibition

During the exhibition we will:
●

show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled,
balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded

●

collaborate and cooperate with others on our team

●

kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers

●

identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity

●

construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity

●

explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources

●

be academically honest

●

use technology effectively and responsibly

●

carefully plan our research

●

become experts

●

responsibly and independently carry out research

●

reflect on what we’ve learned

●

carry out meaningful action

●

effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our
families, and to the school community

●

celebrate.
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What happens during the exhibition?
Getting ready! We will:
● learn about what the exhibition is
●

learn how we will develop expectations

●

create an essential agreement

●

agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.

Plan! We will:
● identify an issue/opportunity
●

recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity

●

explore our issue/opportunity

●

narrow down our issue/opportunity

●

formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.

Gather! We will:
● brainstorm possible resources
●

identify key vocabulary that will help us search

●

collect data and information by:
– searching for resources
– evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources
– recording which resources we used
– recording what we learned from them.

Organize! We will:
● sort our information
●

write a central idea

●

identify lines of inquiry.

Act! We will:
● reflect on what we have learned
●

brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning

●

choose an action

●

act

●

share our learning.
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ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS
EXHIBITION JOURNAL
The responsibilities we should have is that we should work and also
understand what the topic is about and do our tasks! My topic is
sculpturing and if you want to make a sculpture you have to have a lot of
responsibilities. For example I want to open up a business and I want to
get some money and make good sculptures! Then I have to be very
responsible!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Don't miss a class
Upload your work on the drive
Do you work
Read lots of books and articles
Watch videos of sculptures
Remember to do your work
Pay attention in the exhibition class
Come to class on time
Finish work by the assigned date
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Responsibilities
Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here
is one example:
We, as students, promise to:
●

●

We, as adults, promise to:

work cooperatively

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

ensure everyone is participating

●

guide students through the entire
research process

●

help students access information
and resources

●

ask questions, suggest resources,
help interpret information and
facilitate interviews, if needed

●

develop and demonstrate the IB
learner profile

●

model the IB learner profile for the
students

●

record all resources we use

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

●

be responsible for knowing and
keeping all due dates

●

co-construct systems with students
so they can stay organized

●

set up extra work time when we
need it

●

check deadlines

●

be responsible for keeping track of
materials and research

●

consider meaningful action in
reaction to the learning we have
done

●

approve and support action plan

●

ask for help from our families, our
mentor, and our teachers when we
need it

●

communicate regularly with
students, families, mentors, and
other teachers
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●

reflect on our action and how well
we completed the research
process.

●
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provide feedback to students at
every step along the way and
reflect on students’ efforts at the
completion of the exhibition.

PLAN
Identify an issue/opportunity/passion
I'm more interested in learning about different types of sculptures
because I do know different types of them but not so much so I feel like
I need to learn some more. Also I want to learn how to make a sculpturing
business because I want to sell some sculptures .

Testing your issue/opportunity/passion
Yes because sculpturing is all around the world and there are many
famous ones. People even make sculptures for a living! They are all
around the world.

Remember
I think that sculpturing was found by hiking meaning… some people in
the olden days used some sculptures to guide their way so I think it was
discovered by that?
Explore
My passion is sculptures and art, its function is to depict cultures and
traditions of various times, people express themselves by creating
sculptures. It is a form of art, I want people to use eco friendly materials
and protect the sculptures created in the past.

Narrow
I want to research sculpturing because I personally think that it is really
fun and it is my passion as well! Also there is a lot of history behind
sculpturing so then i get a lot of facts!
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Formulate questions
How to make a proper business. If I want to open a nice and clean shop
now how to do it, I want to know how to make amazing sculptures, I need
to make clean sculptures as well.
How are sculptures made?
What tools are used in making sculptures?
Why are sculptures there?
What are the different types of sculptures?
How to make eco friendly sculptures?
How to make a proper business of sculptures?

Sort questions by key concepts
Which key concepts are helping us understand our issue/opportunity?
What are sculptures?
How are sculptures made?
How are sculptures connected to other things?
What is the history of sculpture?
Why do people make sculptures?
What are people's perspective of sculptures?
How to protect and conserve sculptures?
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ORGANIZING THE INQUIRY

Transdisciplinary Theme
How we express ourselves

Central Idea
Sculpturing is a way to express ideas and emotions

Inquiry Into
Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature,
culture, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our
creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Lines of Inquiry
Loi 1 -Elements of sculpture
Loi 2 - Methods /Techniques used to create sculpture
Loi 3 - Cultural influence on the art of sculpture,
Loi 4 - conservation of the aesthetics. - Responsibility
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Organize
Record resources used
●

Title/Name: Mount Rushmore ( faces of history )

●

Author/Creator/Owner- By Joanne Mattern

●

Where we found it- I found this book on a app called get epic.

Write the central idea
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These
are called our concepts. They can only be one word and have to be true
throughout time, across culture and across situations.

● Sculpturing is a way to express ideas and emotions
● Artistic expression of feelings and ideas through sculptures
● Sculptures are a way to understand art and culture of various times
Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the
learning we’ve done in one sentence.
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor.
Our mentor will initial each box below.
Y

Is it worth knowing?

Y

Does it inspire action?

Y

Is it neutral/value-free?

Y

Does it make sense in different contexts?

Y

Has this been true throughout time?

Y

Is this true in other cultures?

Y

Is this true in other situations?

Identify lines of inquiry
Loi 1 -Elements of sculpture
Loi 2 - Methods /Techniques used to create sculpture
Loi 3 - Cultural influence on the art of sculpture,
Loi 4 - conservation of the aesthetics. - Responsibility
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

8/8/2020

Quick review of all 17 SDG

8/8/2020

Understanding and reflecting on the speech by
Severn Suzuki

18/8/2020

Understanding the 3rd and 4th SDG Goal

9/9/2020

Narrowing down to 2 Passion Project for
research

11/9/2020

My plan (purpose,end product and action)

13/9/2020

ATL PYP resource

14/9/2020

Mr. Asif Shahbazker talking about global
warming

15/9/2020

Neveea’s mom - throwball passion

16/9/2020

Passion project - my understanding (Ms
Chandrani’s presentation)

10/8/2020

KEY CONCEPTS PYP resource

22/9/2020

TRANSDISCIPLINARY THEMES PYP
resource
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

4/10/2020

Understanding the 1st SDG Goal

4/10/2020

Understanding of the 2nd SDG goal

5/10/2020

I chose my SDG (Not Final)

15/10/2020

My conceptual Q&A’s 1’st video reflection

31/10/2020

We understood all the SDG’s with the help of this link:
http://margreetdeheer.com/eng/
globalgoals.html
Rework on conceptual questions related to SDG goal
Completes Connect, Extend, Challenge

31/10/2020
23/11/2020
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

1/1/2021

Scope of learning mapping-topic

1/1/2021

Mind Map on sculptures

1/1/2021

inquiry cycle

11/1/2021

Creating the lines of inquiry

14/1/2021

concept mapping the lines of inquiry

17/1/2021

looking into concepts and contents of the LOI’s

22/1/2021

Creating central ideas

23/1/2021

finalising the central idea

3/2/2021

Writing my prior knowledge

4/2/2021

making an inquiry cycle

9/2/2021

scope of learning

21/2/2021

Plan objectives and engagements

5/3/2021 -

Loi 1

10/3/2021
10/3/2021 - Loi 2
15/3/2021
14/3/2021

Formative 2

18/3/2021

LOI 3

23/3/2021

LOI 4
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27/3/2021

Summative 4

28/3/2021

Taking action
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CONCEPTS
Form
What is it like?

Function
How does it work?

Causation
Why is it like it is?

Change
How is it changing?

Connection
How is it connected to other
things?

Perspective
What are the different points
of view?

Responsibility
What is our responsibility?

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your
exhibition inquiry.

PERSONAL QUESTIONS
Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry
process.

What are the elements of sculptures?
How are sculptures made?

How do we know about the past through sculptures?
What

are

the

ways

to

sculptures?
15

protect

and

conserve

De Bono’s Thinking Hats
Express your understanding on the basis of
De Bono’s Thinking Hats
Before making the sculpture you need to know the
knowledge. So what I did is that I researched and
read some books about sculpting and sculptures!
I also met up with the pottery sir and he showed
me how to make a head sculpture!
Being positive is also really important because I
have to be positive on how to make a sculpture
because I want to make it!

There are no negative things. The only thing is
that making a sculpture for the first time is pretty
hard!

This can also express your feelings by making a
sculpture and thinking about what's your passion!

Being creative is also something that is important
because when you actually start playing with the
clay then you can find many ways through it and
make many things and for that you have to be
very creative!
If I want to know more about sculptures I should
research, read books and watch a lot of videos to
get more and more information.

Indicators:

White: Knowledge
Yellow: Positive
Black: Negative
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Red: Feelings
Green: Creative
Blue: Understanding

My personal SDG is

12- Responsible Consumption and Production-

I choose this SDG goal because this is related to my topic that is sculpturing. In
sculpturing you need to be responsible because if you want to open a shop to sell
sculptures then you have to be responsible enough to make ( good ) sculptures, set
the price which is not too expensive or not too cheap. There is also a festival in India
where we represent this god named ganesha. This is where people in India make a
huge sculpture of him and then after put him to the sea or the ocean. People also
make small little sculptures in their home to protect them from any harmful things!

My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)
• express

• inform

• persuade

• entertain

• instruct

• any other

Function

Explanation

Expressing

my art

Informing

entertain

people to use reusable and ecofriendly materials
people to not use harmful
materials
myself intro sculpting

express

myself into sculpting

Persuade
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Considering your issue/opportunity
Is your issue/opportunity significant?
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world?
Sculpturing is important to the world because it tells history. Also many people like to
do sculpting because it is fun and you can express yourselves in many ways and you
can express yourself by it!

Is your issue/opportunity relevant?
How is the issue/opportunity connected to your life?

This is connected to my life because I like to research sculptures and I also really like
the history of sculpting! But when I actually try to make it myself it is very hard to do
because I am doing it for the first time and there are many famous sculpture artist.

Is your issue/opportunity local?
How are people around here affected by your issue/opportunity?

It is global because sculptures are made around the world.

Is your issue/opportunity global?
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the issue/opportunity?

They are affected because many people make and like sculptures and there are also
famous people who build sculptures.
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Gather
Brainstorm possible resources
Where can we go to answer our questions?

We can look and research to see if there is any information but we can also read books
and watch videos!

Identify key vocabulary
What words do I need to search with to find the right information?

I have to find some words like materials, stone, wood, metal, clay. But there is also
ivory and plaster and words like sculptures, conservation and protection.

Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used
Which people, print, and digital sources can give useful information?
Specify.

Electronics, Digital devices and my friends and family members can also be helpful as
well! even my grandfather because he is a really good artist so he can also give out a
lot of information.

Record data
What is the interviewee telling me?

Sculpturing can be used by many
different materials.

What am I learning?

I am learning about sculptures.

What is important here?

Different types of sculptures and
its materials.

Am I using my own words?

Yes I am.
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Resource Organizer
Inquiry into:
Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all the
details of each resource once you have discovered it.

Places

Online

Internet

internet is very useful
because you can
research about many
different things.
Websites- 1

People

Mr Satish Joshi

Artworks

My topic is sculptures
so I have made a
sculpture using waste
materials and clay!

Specify by illustrating any 3.
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Books/
Magazines
History of sculptures
Elements of 3 D
design

Other

Speaking sculptures
lovers

Brainstorm
possible
resources
Brainstorm
possible

resources
Where can I go to answer our questions about Books and videos ?
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask:
● Is this source credible?
● Is it believable?
● Should I trust it?
● Does it answer my questions?
What people can I interview and learn from?
I have had some meetings with the pottery sir and he has given me some
facts and ways on how to make a sculpture! I interviewed him as
What print resources can I learn from?
I think books are more helpful than magazines and newspapers because
in books it gives you a specific topic and it is way easier.
What digital sources can I learn from?
I can learn from- Ebooks, websites, videos and articles because if I want
a lot of information these digital devices are helpful.
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SORTING OUT AND GOING
FURTHER
What have I learnt so far?
What I learnt so far is- What are the materials used for sculpting, how
are they made, I researched a lot of sculpture and I made 1 clay sculpture
and 2 waste sculptures. I have also learnt how to make a little head
sculptures by the help of our pottery sir! He told me some tricks and ways
on how to make it and he also told me some rules that are also very
important!

The best ways to explain my understanding

The main thing that I need to explain is what is a sculpture? Well a
sculpture is a 3D figure made out of clay or sometimes even waste
materials! There are also many types of sculptures as well!.

What do I still need to find out?

I need to find out more about the materials. Because to make a sculpture
or to sculpt it I need to know what materials are there and what things I
need to use to make a sculpture.
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ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF
MY UNDERSTANDING

Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn
Diagrams etc.)
Venn diagram
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REAL LIFE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE

The real life problem is that… sometimes when you just leave the
clay for just a few seconds it dyrs off pretty quickly! And if it sits
there for one hour then it can get very dry and you won't be able to
continue with your sculpture! Another con is that it can get very
messy. When I made my sculpture for the first time there was a lot
of clay in my hand and it had to wash it a lot! Also when you are
trying to mold some stuff and if it gets dry then it is very hard to
mold with as well.
Considering this people should respect the sculptures and the
artists.

I want to spread awareness and persuade people to not use
bad clay, and conserve and protect the sculptures made around
the world by not scratching or malhandling them.
I want to encourage people to use eco-friendly materials to
make sculptures and even make sculptures from waste
materials like I did.
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REFLECTING AND TAKING
ACTION
The most striking feature of my learning

Act
Action
What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas do I
understand better now?
I have developed the skill of researching because my topic is sculptures
and there is a lot of history into sculptures. And the big ideas I have is
that to make a sculpting business, and making sculptures and selling
them!
What are all the ways I could put that learning into action?
I can think about sculptures, research about them, and find out their
history! Now how will I put it into action well… If i am researching about
and if I know a lot about then I can make a sculpture but as of now I want
people to make
What idea will I choose to act on?

I will choose to make a mud sculptures and a sculptures from waste materials, I will
also spread awareness about making eco-friendly sculptures and protecting and
conserving sculptures.

What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action?

I need to plan to maybe research a little bit more, I need to plan to
understand the basics of making a sculpture and I also plan to make a
sculpture to support the environment.
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What are the next steps that I could do into future to take this action
further?
I grow a bit older and if I am really good at making sculptures or if I'm
passionate about it which I already am. Then I can make a sculpting
business and earn lots of money if I am advanced at it!. and spread a
word around about conserving and protecting sculptures.

Share the exhibition

I can share my learning by telling people what I learned through this
process, I can write a speech about my learning, I can also demonstrate
the sculptures I have made and maybe compare it with my other
sculptures.
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Action
Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action?

Action
Doing: Done
something? Given?
Helped? Turned off?

Thinking: Thought
differently? Changed
your mind? Wondered
Inquired?

Feeling: Have you
empathized? Have you
felt differently?

Having: Do you have
more of something?
More respect? More
determination?

Saying: Have you said
something? Informed
someone? Informed?
Discussed? Debated?

Being: Have you been
a different person?
Changed behavior?
Been more respectful?
Been more patient?
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Exhibition Product List

●
●
●
●
●

Google slides
Jamboard
Microsoft word
Google docs
Loom
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date
3rd to 8th
Aug

Objective

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Understand the 17 Quick review of all
SDG
17 SDG

I was able to
understand all the
17 SDG

Listen to the
speech

I understood very
well and I was
able to
understand.

4/8/2020

4/8/2020

Understanding and
reflecting on the
speech by
Severn Suzuki

18/8/2020

listen and
understand the
video.

Understanding the

I understood what
the 2 SDG were.

3rd and 4th SDG
Goal

9/9/2020

11/9/2020

Able to pick 2
passion projects.

Narrowing down to 2
Passion Project for
research

I was able to pick
( art and Zero
hunger )

Plan your
(purpose,end
product and
action)

My plan
(purpose,end
product and action)

I was able to
choose my
purpose, end
product and action
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

14/9/2020

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Listen and take

Mr. Asif Shahbazker

notes on what is

talking about global

I understood what
global warming
was and his
speech.

global warming

warming

Objective

also write a
reflection

15/9/2020

Understand how
she developed
her passion

Neveea’s mom -

Listen to the
presentation
about passion
project.

Passion project -

20/9/2020

throwball passion

my understanding
(Ms

I understood how
she developed her
passion and kept
on doing what she
was doing.
It was a good
presentation and I
was able to
understand on
what she was
saying

Chandrani’s
presentation)
Understanding of KEY CONCEPTS PYP
20/9/2020

the key concepts

resource
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I understood my
key concepts and
helped me

Understanding
the TD Themes
22/9/2020

TRANSDISCIPLINAR

I understood all
the TD Themes.

Y THEMES PYP
resource

4/10/2020

Understand the
video about the
1st SDG

Understanding the
1st SDG Goal
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I understood what
the first SDG was.
It was an
informative video!

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Learning
Engagement

Objective

Understanding of

4/11/2020

Understand the
video about the
2nd SDG

5/10/2020

Choose a SDG to
go with your
passion project

I chose my SDG
(Not Final)

the 2nd SDG goal

Able to know all
the SDG goals!

We understood all
the SDG’s with the
help of this link:
http://margreetdeh
eer.com/eng/
globalgoals.html
Rework on
conceptual
questions related to
SDG goal
Completes Connect,
Extend, Challenge
Scope of learning

31/10/2020

1/1/2021

I understood
what the second
SDG was. It was
an informative
video!
The SDG I choose
is responsible
consumption and
production

My conceptual
Q&A’s 1’st video
reflection

15/10/2020

31-23/11/2020

Learning
Outcome

Connect
conceptual
questions with an
SDG goal

Create a scope of
learning

mapping-topic
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With this website
I was able to
know.

I reworked on the
conceptual
questions and
was able to
understand how
to do it.
I understood how
to do the scope of
learning.

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

1/1/2021

1/1/2021

11/1/2021

14/1/2021

17/1/2021

Objective
Make a mind map
on sculptures

Learning
Engagement
Make Mind Map on
sculptures

Learning
Outcome
I had more clarity
on how sculptures
are.

Make an inquiry
cycle related to
your topic.

Create inquiry cycle

I was able to know
how to make or
create an inquiry
cycle.

Creating lines of
inquiry related to
your topic.

Creating the lines of

I was able to
understand what
my lines of inquiry
was.

Creating how to
make a concept
mapping.

concept mapping

Look at the
concept and
contents of the
LOI’s

looking into

inquiry.

the lines of inquiry

concepts and
contents of the
LOI’s
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I was able to
make the concept
mapping and
understood where
to keep all the
subjects.
I understood how
to look at the
contents and
concepts.

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

22/1/2021

Objective

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Finding out on
how to make a
central idea.

Creating central

Choosing the
right central idea.

finalising the central I found out which
central idea was
good for my topic.
idea

Explain your prior
knowledge.

Writing my prior

23/1/2021

ideas

knowledge

3/2/2021

Create a scope of
learning.

scope of learning

9/2/2021
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I was able to
create and think
on how to create
my central idea.

I was able to
express my
knowledge.

I was able to
create a scope of
learning.

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

5/2/2021 21/2/2021

5/3/2021

6/3/2021

8/3/2021

9/3/2021

10/3/2021

Objective

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Create objectives
Plan objectives and
and engagements.
engagements

It is now easier for
me to write my
objectives and
engagements.

Prior knowledge
about sculptures.
What do I need to
know?

Make a list of things
I already know
about sculptures.
VTR Think, puzzle
explore.

This helped a lot
to shop my
understanding.

What is it that I
want to do as an
action for my
project?

Find out more about
the basics by
reading books and
articles.

By reading books
and articles.

Create your action Make a list of
plan.
questions that I
want to know.
Use the action cycle
and make an action
plan.
Find out
Questions about
questions.
history, tools,
Techniques,

I was able to
make an action
plan.

Identify different
types of
sculptures around
the world.

This helped a lot
to shop my
understanding

Types of sculptures,
VTR Chalk talk
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I found out the
questions and this
helped a lot!

WEEKLY DIARY

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

History of sculpture
around the world.

11/3/2021

Highlight the
elements of
sculptures

I was able to
know the
sculptures around
the world.

12/3/2021

Understand
elements and
sculptures.

Research about the
elements of
sculptures,

I was able to
understand the
elements and
sculptures

Articulate the
ways of creating
sculptures

Create sculptures
using basic
techniques.
Materials and
measurements.

I made many
attempts and
made my own
sculptures.

Articulate the
ways of creating
sculptures

Inquire about ecofriendly sculptures.

I was able to
understand and
research ecofriendly
sculptures.

Analyse cultural
influence on the
art of sculptures,

Sorting out
sculptures
according to
cultures and times.
compass point
presentation
Experiment ways of
making eco-friendly
sculptures from
recyclable material

I was able to
understand how
sculptures are
related to
different types of
cultures.
I was able to
make 2
sculptures out of
plastic.

Day/Date

13/3/2021

13/3/ 2021

15/3/2021

18/3/2021

Objective

Appraising to
making ecofriendly
sculptures
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Day/Date

22/3/2021

27/3/2021

29/3/2021

31/3/2021

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Find out ways of
making ecofriendly
sculptures.

Trending ways of
making eco-friendly
sculptures.

I was able to
make 2
sculptures out of
plastic.

Conserving the
sculptures

Ways of conserving
and protecting
sculptures.

By using good
materials

Creating
sculptures out of
eco-friendly
materials,

Based on the
knowledge gained
create eco-friendly
sculptures

You can make it
out of paper!

Spreading
awareness about
conserving
sculptures. And
using eco-friendly
materials to create
sculptures.

Persuasive writing for
conserving sculptures,

I persuaded
people to not to
use harmful
materials

Objective

Analysing ways
of
protecting
sculptures.
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Poster making to spread
awareness.

VOCABULARY
Word
aesthetics
Properties
structure
Chisel
sculptor
engraving
Ceramic art
Plastic arts
Casting
Plaster
Molding
Carving

Meaning
Something that is beautiful in its own
way.
A use of property and it holding its
shape.
A tool which is used for carving and
sculpting.
A person who makes sculptures is a
sculptor.
A beautiful piece of art made out of
metal.
It is a material used in sculptures.
An art made out of plastic. It can also be
used in making a sculpture.
Casting is where you pour a liquid
mixture such as molten plastic, rubber
and fibreglass.
Plaster is used a lot to cover the
sculpture.
Molding is where you shape the
sculpture.
Carving is where you take some wood or
some rocks and carv it with a tool.
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE
VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT

Word Splash

Words

Culture, Creativity,
express ideas,
feelings, and much
more
If we want to make a sculpture or if we made one
and don’t know where to put it then use a spray
or protect it by a cloth. This will help and it will be
long lasting. Also using eco friendly materials is
very important because some people use harmful
materials.
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MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE:
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PHOTO GALLERY
● The following pages are for you to record what you do
throughout the exhibition.
● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing,
stickers and items from your exhibition process or any
other interesting memorabilia.
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PHOTO GALLERY

Making sculpture out of waste
Making clay sculpture

making clay sculpture

Making sculpture out of waste
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PHOTO GALLERY
Plastic sculpture

Sculpture made out of tissue paper
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Self Assessment
Approaches to Learning
THINKING SKILLS:

Critical-thinking skills
Creative-thinking skills
Transfer skills
Reflection/ metacognitive skills

Yes

May be
maybe

No

yes
May be
yes

SOCIAL SKILLS:

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be
May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Developing positive interpersonal yes
relationship and collaboration
skills
yes
Developing social-emotional
intelligence
COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

Exchanging-information skills
Literacy skills
ICT skills

Yes
yes

SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS:

Organization skills
States of mind

yes
yes

RESEARCH SKILLS:

Information-literacy skills
Media-literacy skills
Ethical use of media/information

yes
yes
yes
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SELF-ASSESSMENT IB
LEARNER PROFILE
Am I an
Inquirer?

I am not
curious so I
do not ask
any
questions.

I sometimes
ask questions
but they do
not always
have to do
with what I
am studying.

I ask questions
that help me to
learn more
about the topic
I am working
on. I enjoy
learning new
things.

I carefully
think about
how I should
form a
question to
receive an
informative
answer. I want
to learn about
lots of things.

Am I
Knowledgeable?

I know a few
things that
interest me.

I have some
knowledge of
the things
that interest
me, but I
believe there
are more
things I could
learn.

I know quite a
few things. I
enjoy different
subjects and I
am eager to
learn.

I have a good
knowledge of
many things. I
am interested
in a wide
range of
subjects and I
cannot wait to
find out more
about them.

Am I a thinker?

When I do not
know what I
should do, I
always ask
the teacher
right away.

I usually try
to find a
solution to a
problem on
my own. I ask
the teacher to
make sure I
have the right
answer to the
problem.

I try to solve
problems on
my own. I can
make
decisions.

I always think
carefully what
I have to do to
solve a task. I
look for
different
solutions and
make
suggestions.

Am I a
Communicator?

I find it
difficult to
explain what I
mean, when I
talk.

I try to talk to
people, I
sometimes
use the wrong
words.

When I talk
others
understand
what I mean.

I can follow
instructions
and
understand
descriptions
without
difficulty.
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Am I Principled?

I often have
arguments
with my
friends. Adults
at school
often have to
remind me
the rules

I know how I
should behave
and what the
school rules
are, but
sometimes I
have to be
reminded.

I behave in an
appropriate
manner during
both lessons
and breaks. I
rarely have
disagreements
with my
friends.
I understand
that people
think and
believe in
different
things. I do not
think that
people are
wrong because
they do not
agree with me.
I try to be
considerate of
others and
help my
friends. I try to
make others
happy.

I always try to
do the right
things, even
when there are
no adults
watching me.

Am I OpenMinded

Everyone
should agree
with me and
do as I say.

I know that
not everyone
thinks the
same way as I
do.

A I Caring?

I expect
others to help
me.

I help others
when asked.

Am I a RiskTaker?

I do not like
to do things I
have not tried
before.

Sometimes I
try a new
experience or
activity, but I
usually want a
friend to try it
before I do.

I enjoy trying
new
experiences
and activities. I
think of ways
to change
things and
make them
different and
new.

I understand
that I have to
do different
things at
school, but I
would rather
only do the
things I like.

I like doing
different things
at school. It
makes me feel
good. I think
that learning
different things
makes me
grow as a
person.

I love trying
new
experiences.
They challenge
me. I have the
courage to
defend my
opinions when
they differ
from my
friends.
I have many
interests and I
am completely
focused. I try
to vary my
activities and
do different
things.

Am I Balanced?

I only want to
do the things
I like.
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I am
interested in
trying to
understand
how someone,
whose opinion
differs from
mine, thinks.

I think it is
important that
everyone feels
good. I care
about others
and always try
to help them.

HEAD, HAND & HEART
REFLECTION

What I used to think is that…
making a sculpture is so easy all
you have to do is shape it and
mold it but when I actually tried
doing it it was very hard and I
didnt make a really realistic
sculpture. I just made a basic head
out of it!

My hand was very helpful because
when it came the right time of
making a sculpture I had to use
my hands and mold it! I also had
to shape the clay! I was making a
head sculpture so my hands are
very useful for this. I took the idea
further by making a sculpture from
waste materials.

For the first time making my
sculpture I was pretty happy that I
learned how to make a basic
sculpture and the rules of
sculpting! Now I still feel very
happy but I kinda feel like I could
have done better by adding the
ears and hair!
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POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME
AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA

Identify different types of sculptures around the world.
Highlight the elements of sculptures
Articulate the ways of creating sculptures
Making eco-friendly sculptures.
Conserving the sculptures

Strategy Process focused Tool Rubric

Self assessment

I have very LITTLE
understanding of the
history of sculptures.

I have an OK
understanding of the
history of sculptures.

I have a GOOD
understanding of the
history of sculptures.

I have very LITTLE
understanding on how
to make a sculpture.

I have a FAIR
understanding on how
to make a sculpture.

I have UNDERSTOOD
how to make a
sculpture.

I have NOT
understood what
sculpting is.

I have a LITTLE
I have a GREAT
understanding of what understanding of what
sculpting is.
sculpting is.
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I will assess my learning in the following ways:

Formative 1:
I assessed myself through, Artful thinking routine.
I analysed my journey and write anecdotes for various aspects.
Reasoning,
Comphering
Connecting
Exploring viewpoints
Observing and discovering
Questioning and discovering
Finding complexity
Through a rubric, showed my understanding.
Formative 2
In circle of view points, I took opinions from various people from my
family and concluded the opinion in anecdotal notes.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Websites
Jade dragon

https://www.google.com/search?q=jade+dragon&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjQ9cTH
vf3uAhVJKLcAHeQbDycQ2cCegQIABAA&oq=jade+dra&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQARgAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIA
DICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIADoECAAQQzoFCAAQsQM6CAgAELED
EIMBOgYIABAIEB46BAgAEBg6BwgAELEDEENQ5IkHWMlB2DUrgdoA3AAeACAAXuIAa4HkgEDMC44mAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWfA
AQE&sclient=img
Mayan

https://www.google.com/search?q=Sculptures+in+the+mayan+civilizations&source
=lmns&bih=789&biw=1440&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjbz_zavv3uAhV3n0sFHd
ddB78Q_AUoAHoECAEQAA
Chinese Lion

https://www.google.com/search?bih=789&biw=1440&hl=en&ei=raozYOicDvyb4EP6cm2gA0&q=chinese+lion+sculpture&oq=chinese+lion+scukp&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3
Mtd2l6EAEYADIGCAAQFhAeMgkIABDJAxAWEB4yBQgAEIYDOgQIABBHOgQIA
BBDOgIIADoFCAAQyQM6CAgAEBYQChAeOgUIIRCgAVD4BViBFGDPI2gAcAN4
AIAB5AGIAYsIkgEFMC42LjGYAQCgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6yAEIwAEB&sclient=gws
-wiz

Elements of sculptures
https://www.ducksters.com/searchducksters.php?q=elements+of+sculptures
+kids

Elements Of sculptures.
https://www.britannica.com/art/sculpture#ref30278
Eco Friendly Sculptures
https://www.trendhunter.com/slideshow/ecofriendly-sculptures
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Eco Friendly Ganeshas
https://www.thehealthsite.com/news/ganesh-chaturthi-2014-4-reasonsan-eco-friendly-ganesha-is-good-for-you-201691/

Eco Friendly Sculptures ( images )

http://www.taulewis.com/
Video on eco friendly sculpture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kYaitnl2oI
Video on eco friendly sculpture ( animals )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yq7P0iMkagM

Video on how to make eco friendly Ganesha
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCipX73T_nU
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Parents:
This project was a challenging task for Isha in the beginning. The
requirements were difficult for her to understand, but through
constant mentoring and extensive follow-up, Isha started to
develop new research skills. She attempted to make sculptures
on her own as it was the subject of her passion project and
understood the challenges one faces when attempting to make
something beautiful that may appear simple in the beginning. She
exhibited the quality of a risk-taker as she confronted her fears
of doing research online and documenting the detailed record of
her research project every step of the way. She had a lot of
rework to do as she had to learn a lot of new things, but she did
it with enthusiasm and started developing a "passion" for the
project. This project was a challenge that she accepted and as a
result grew her researching skills which will help her with MYP

Home Room Teacher: Isha your topic is of great interest and I
have seen you use your research skill and creativity to the best
of your ability. You have taken a keen interest in the topic and
have shown dedication and have been a risk taker. I cannot wait
to see what you have in store. All the best!
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Mentor: Isha has shown keen interest in her passion project from
the beginning. She did a whole lot of research to learn about
sculptures. She made a lot of efforts to make sculptures and
enjoyed sharing her learning with teachers and peers. She used
a lot of strategies through her journey. It was a great experience
to mentor isha.

Peer: Vedica
I think Isha did a good job, she was quick to finish her work, I
think she worked really hard on it.

Self:
I think this journey was very informative. It helped me
understand more about what is sculpting! The questions in this
journal were also very informative. I understood how to write lots
of information.

GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.
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